Humanitarianism Was Never Enough: Dorothy Thompson, 
*Sands of Sorrow*, and the Arabs of Palestine

If governments get the idea that they can expropriate their citizens and turn them loose on the kindness of the rest of the world, the business will never end. A precedent will be created; a formula will have been found.

—Dorothy Thompson, “Escape in a Frozen World.”
*Survey Graphic*, 1939

“Politics,” said Aristotle, “is the art of discerning what is good for mankind.” The problem of the Arab refugee can make or break support for the west in the most critical strategical area, economically and politically, on this globe.

—Dorothy Thompson, Syracuse speech, 1950

In 1950, the American Council for the Relief of Palestinians produced the first international documentary on the Palestinian refugee camps, *Sands of Sorrow*. Directed primarily at Christian churches and charities, the film’s tone was lightly didactic, its images striking and ethnographically attentive. An early example of the then relatively new genre of humanitarian advocacy, *Sands of Sorrow* invited its audience to focus on the human consequences of the mass displacement of the Palestinian Arabs.

That moral injunction came with some authority. The film was introduced by the journalist Dorothy Thompson, famous in the war years for her political internationalism, anti-Nazi campaigns, and tireless support of Jewish refugees. Expelled from Germany in 1934 for describing Hitler as an inconsequential little thug, Thompson held cosmopolitan sympathies that were rarely less than theatrical. It was Thompson who crashed an American-German Bund hate rally in Madison Square Gardens in 1939, laughed in the faces of the mob, and had to be escorted out under police protection. She wrote the first book on modern refugees, *Refugees: Organization or Anarchy?* (1938), read and admired by Franklin D. Roosevelt and Sigmund Freud, who read it as he was himself about to become a refugee. Her reports from Europe are often credited with helping persuade Roosevelt to set up the Evian Conference in 1938, the final, futile effort to do something to help the mainly Jewish refugees fleeing Nazi Germany. Thompson described Evian’s failure as “the most cataclysmic event of modern history.” When, twelve years on, she spoke of the Palestinians as “wretched casualties of political change” in her introduction to *Sands of Sorrow*, she did so with the voice of one who had some claim to speak in the name of worldly compassion.
For Thompson, there was a clear moral and political continuity between her support of Jewish refugees in the late 1930s and her advocacy for the Palestinians in the early 1950s. Others disagreed. Amid accusations of anti-Semitism, she lost friends, work, and political influence. Today, many see the silencing of a bold humanitarian advocate in her story, and it is not difficult to understand why.

An arresting film documenting a forgotten suffering, an uncompromising international humanism, a narrative arc that begins with the totalitarian politics of an imploding Europe and runs to the desperate fallout of that history in the Middle East: at first sight, there is much in Thompson’s story that has contemporary resonance. Thanks to the exponential growth of cosmopolitan human right rights sentiment since 1948, one argument might run, we can now appreciate Thompson’s stand in a way her contemporaries simply could not. Her visionary multidirectional worldly compassion has now come of age.

In this essay, I offer a directly contrasting interpretation of the lessons to be drawn from Thompson’s refugee advocacy. Thompson was remarkably consistent on one particular point: refugee crises, whether in 1938 or 1948, could not be solved by humanitarianism alone. If she was out of kilter with her contemporaries and compatriots in the late 1940s and early 1950s, this was not because she had a preternaturally developed empathetic global consciousness but, to the contrary, because she grasped the limits of humanitarian feeling in the context of the failure of the postwar human rights regime to protect the most vulnerable, those refugees with no buy-in to the sovereign state power politics of the latter part of the century. There is, indeed, a lesson about the modern progress of global sentiment to be gleaned from her support of Palestinian refugees, but it is one about the inability of humanitarian sentiments to deal with the political realities of mass displacement in the mid-twentieth century.

Two human rights histories bisect in Thompson’s biography: the history of humanitarianism and the history of the modern refugee. Humanitarianism, as Michael Barnett puts it, “went global after World War II.” As the Cold War and decolonization shifted the geographies of power, the principle of “borderless humanitarianism” was accepted by states keen to maintain influence beyond local frontiers. Simultaneously, the rapid expansion of film, photography, TV, and radio harnessed the bureaucracies of care and aid developed in wartime Europe to postwar discourses of universal humanity, teaching the world how to feel for the suffering of distant others. Sands of Sorrow has a small place in this early chapter of modern humanitarianism.

Yet, as a film that advocates for Palestinian refugees, Sands is also a direct product of the inability—or unwillingness—of the postwar human rights regime to truly globalize its moral and political mission. The new political roadmaps for the distribution of care did not follow the distribution of displaced people beyond the frontiers of Cold War influence. A fragile humanitarianism was all that was left to the Palestinians, who fell to one side of emerging international refugee legal and political infrastructures. To shift the human rights narrative of the midcentury to include this history is to encounter the messy reality of a set of multidirectional memories that refuse to settle neatly in the world’s consciousness. “The symmetries between the various terms—Shoah/Nakba, displaced person/refugee, law of return/right of return, UNRRA/UNRWA,” Gilbert Achcar has written, “should give us pause, even if the...
two situations are not perfectly symmetrical.\)” The scandal of Dorothy Thompson (and there can be no doubt that many found her truly scandalous) was that she paused.

The ambivalent legacies of postwar humanitarianism have been the subject of much historical critique since the late 1990s. Thompson caught on to the fact that enthusiasm for worldly compassion masked a deeper political problem very early on. She also grasped the particular politics at the heart of the relationship between refugee and humanitarian history: refugees are not simply one humanitarian crisis among many but the symptom of the failure of the postwar human rights regime to deal either with the violence of state formation or the persistence of nationalism. In the story I tell here, the tragedy is not that Thompson and her allies made a film about the suffering of Palestinian refugees that failed to move the hearts of the Cold War world, but that her lesson about the politics of refugees failed to move legal, strategic, and diplomatic minds.

Today, the consequences of that failure are all too evident. Just as Thompson predicted in 1938 (in the epigraph above), a formula has been found, and refugees are routinely turned loose on the capricious kindness of the world. As Ayten Gündogdu and others have noted, efforts to address refugee crises of the twenty-first century have been accompanied by the conspicuous rise—and the conspicuous failure—of a “compassionate humanitarianism centered on suffering bodies.”8 All too often, those suffering bodies are presented as context-free. Thompson was one of the first critics of the affective architecture of a humanitarianism that worked to suppress the history of the very political violence that gave it cause. She believed that the traumas of her age derived less from a compassion deficit than from the demolition of the bonds between citizenship, sovereignty, and the nation. An international human rights regime that disavows its own complicity with the ongoing violence of nationalism, she would finally maintain, could only fail.9

Empathy in Gaza

If critiques of humanitarian empathy are now as commonplace as the failure of political compassion, it is worth recalling how a very specific geopolitical rationing of moral sentiments took shape in the mid- to late twentieth century. In 1961, eleven years after the filming of Sands of Sorrow, Martha Gellhorn travelled to the Middle East. Gellhorn was visiting Jerusalem to report on the trial of Adolf Eichmann for The Atlantic. One of the first journalists to enter Dachau and an impassioned chronicler of Europe’s dispossessed, Gellhorn never wavered in her support of Israel. On her way to Jerusalem, she toured the United Nations Refugee and Works Agency’s (UNRWA) Palestinian refugee camps in Jordan, Lebanon, and Gaza. The year 1961 was a conspicuous moment in the development of postwar human rights sensibilities. Thirteen years after the signing of the United Nations Declaration on Human Rights (UDHR) and the foundation of Israel, Eichmann’s trial pushed the Holocaust into the world’s consciousness, setting a new threshold for how human rights were to be understood and imagined. As the sociologists Daniel Levy and Natan Sznaider have argued, the cosmopolitan human rights sensibility we know today began to crystallize around the memory of the Holocaust in the later part of the twentieth century.10
Gellhorn captured the sentiments of this moment well in her article on Eichmann for *The Atlantic*. “It is impossible to convey the anguish felt only by hearing of the anguish suffered,” she wrote. Eichmann was “the fact and symbol” that taught that only private conscience can guarantee “the dignity of man.”

Gellhorn felt little of this evolving sensibility in the UNRWA camps she visited. In her long report, “The Arabs of Palestine,” also published in *The Atlantic*, she barely bothered to disguise her impatience with a group of refugees whose experience, in her view, paled against that of those Europeans whose misery she had so passionately documented during the late 1930s and early 1940s. Measured against that memory, well cared for by the UNRWA, the real scandal of the refugees for Gellhorn was not their suffering but the way in which they were being used as political pawns by Arab states hostile to Israel. Gellhorn’s dismissal of the suffering of the Palestinian Arabs was hardly unusual among Western commentators. The rather convoluted terms through which she justifies that dismissal, however, suggest how a particular affective economy was already shaping the emergence of Holocaust memory within wider debates about rights and justice in the early 1960s. Gellhorn withholds her sympathy from the Palestinian refugees because she thinks they withhold theirs from Israel’s Jewish survivors:

> The fancy word we use nowadays is “empathy”—entering into the emotions of others. I had appreciated and admired individual refugees but realized I had felt no blanket empathy for the Palestinian refugees, and finally I knew why . . . It is difficult to pity the pitiless . . . My empathy knew where it stood.

The cultivation of empathy is still frequently evoked as a moral requirement for the development of a caring humanitarianism. While morally imaginative sentiments have long been associated with humanitarian causes, Gellhorn’s “fancy word” reminds us that each manifestation of human rights or humanitarian feeling has its own historical valence and emotional regime. The immediate postwar humanism that accompanied the human rights developments of the 1940s drew on the idea of a self that could relate to others as part of its moral underpinning, although, as Roland Burke has argued, it was not until the failures of human rights politics became clear in the 1970s that an impassioned empathy galvanized a new generation of human rights advocates. Yet, as Gellhorn understood as early as 1961, as much as empathy might be wished for in the recognition of historical injury, as a “fancy word” it was also a useful guide for rationing support for different groups of people. Just as the historical justice memory disputes that characterize current debates in Israel/Palestine were beginning, feelings too were settling into new historical formations. The issue was not only the presence or absence of compassion but its geopolitical economy—where it went, and how it was traded.

Another mark was made on the human rights’ timeline in 1961, this time pertaining to law rather than feeling. While the Eichmann trial was laying the ground for the cultural and affective memory work that would tie the Holocaust to rights consciousness, legislators were busy attempting to complete the protection of the rightless begun with the 1948 Declaration. Three months after Eichmann’s ashes had...
been thrown in the sea, on August 30, 1961, the UN Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness was signed, originally by only a handful of signatories, including Israel.

The UDHR had granted the right to nationality to all, but it had not made explicit provision for refugees, many of whom were further complicating international relations even as the drafters worked on the Declaration. While the many of the war’s refugees, including Jewish survivors, still languished in former concentration camps, a further set of brutal population transfers accompanied the establishment of new ideological and geopolitical borders in an increasingly chilly Europe. The partition of India in 1947, the 1948 Arab-Israeli war, the fallout from Japan’s defeat in the East and the Chinese civil war simultaneously created new generations of the displaced across the world. Three years after the UDHR, the 1951 Geneva Convention on Refugees, the so-called Magna Carta for refugees, attempted to codify refugee status for this new postwar reality. The Convention intended to catch those who had fallen out of the UDHR, but what it actually did was create two categories of refugees. As G. Daniel Cohen notes, “the label ‘political refugee’ ” began to connote “fascist or communist persecution, heroism, and escape, whereas non-European refugees, most of them left outside the scope of the international refugee regime, were perceived as hapless victims of territorial partition, revolution, and war.”

One group of refugees became the subjects of human rights law, the other objects of humanitarian attention. In the case of the Palestinians, the bifurcation between rights and charity had stark and direct consequences. The 1951 Convention exempted “refugees from Palestine who fall under the auspices of UNRWA.” It was mainly the Arab states that argued for the exemption, and for good reason: the Convention, like those on statelessness that followed in 1954 and 1961, offered naturalization in a new country or return home as solutions to the rightlessness of displacement. On the one hand, for the Arab states, keeping the Palestinians out of the legislation was a means of resisting the path that led to naturalization. Others, on the other hand and unsurprisingly, were as keen to keep the option of return in political amber—despite the famous, and now infamous, UN General Assembly Resolution 194 passed in December 1948 granting the Palestinians just that right. Whatever the political intentions, the consequence of the exemption was to push the refugees further away from the discourses of citizenship and sovereignty underpinning human rights law, and so further out of politics. These consequences were experienced directly on the ground. As first the American Friends Service Committee (AFSC), working with United Nations between 1948 and 1950—just as Sands of Sorrow was filmed—and then the UNRWA attempted to disassociate politics from aid in their work with Palestinian refugees, a new category of person emerged: the refugee who could claim the right to aid on condition she renounce her right to citizenship. The so-called depoliticization of Palestinian refugees turned out to have thoroughly political consequences.

Ten years on, the 1961 Convention was supposed to plug the leaks in global rights protection, specifically by fixing the anomaly whereby only the de jure stateless were protected by law, while those considered stateless by choice, the de facto stateless, were not protected. The Palestinian exemption, however, still held. If few observers picked up the irony of this consolidation of human rights legislation in 1961 for the Palestinians, this was because many had simply stopped thinking about them in the
terms of recovering citizenship and sovereignty that underpinned the postwar human rights regime—their problem had been pushed elsewhere ten years earlier. By the time Gellhorn was touring the camps, pity and its more psychologically sophisticated cousin, empathy, albeit backed up with a formidable aid infrastructure, was all that the world had to offer the Palestinians. Small wonder, perhaps, that the educated refugees to whom she spoke were uninterested in developing their global feelings for the historical suffering of other peoples.

Place the development of the global memory in human rights consciousness alongside the history of refugee law, and the growth of cosmopolitan sympathies around the memory of the Holocaust begins to look a little less like the unqualified success story it is frequently assumed to be. The affective history of human rights bifurcated at the point at which the problems of statelessness and citizenship—problems that human rights supposedly attended to—became depoliticized. As the capacity to feel the suffering of victims expanded, thanks in no small part to the emotional and moral power of the Eichmann trial, the willingness to engage politically with the violence not only of genocides but of sovereign nation-states diminished. If the Eichmann trial marked the moment cosmopolitan human rights began to find its objective correlative in the memory of the Holocaust, Gellhorn’s failure of empathy—both her own and that of her Palestinian interviewees—reminds us of the extent to which the rights-sensitive “global Leviathan” prized by Levy and Sznaider in their account of the virtuous growth of human rights memory was already circumscribed from the very beginning.\textsuperscript{22}

In 1949, Hannah Arendt, in terms echoed by Dorothy Thompson at the time, pointed out that the “welter of rights of the most heterogeneous nature and origin” of new UN rights regime (“whose lack of reality is rather conspicuous”) overlooked “the one right without which no other can materialize—the right to belong to a political community.”\textsuperscript{23} Deprived of this right, refugees sink into a “dark background of difference” (in Arendt’s striking phrase), subjects of weak international law, and objects of frequently capricious empathy.\textsuperscript{24} From this angle, some might say, the development of empathy as a moral marker is not just the prompt for rights we are so often urged to cultivate; historically speaking, it was a “fancy word” that covered up the world’s failure to negotiate political terms for the new human rights order in the last century.

\textbf{Sands of Sorrow}

This context renders the making and screening of \textit{Sands of Sorrow} in 1950 something more significant than its already powerful historical claim, made at the beginning of the film, to be the “first motion picture of the Palestine Arab Refugees.” The silencing of refugees by modern humanitarian practices is now well acknowledged.\textsuperscript{25} What this early film confirms is the extent to which in the case of Israel/Palestine the origins of that silencing were so closely tied to the removal of the Palestinian refugees from legal and political history. Shot shortly after the UNRWA began operations in May 1950, the film is a striking example of the “split humanitarian personality” G. Daniel Cohen has described as shaping humanitarian perceptions of the Palestinians refugees in the immediate post-1948 period. Recoiling from the postwar Jewish refugee crisis in
Europe that had left survivors trapped in Displaced Persons (DP) camps or stranded in boats on the Mediterranean, a “philo-Semitic” turn circumscribed advocacy for the Palestinians; the miserable plight of a new group of refugees, to recall Achcar’s difficult symmetries, had to be kept separate from the historical scandal of the ongoing and blatant disregard for the fate of Jewish survivors. In enforcing that separation, Sands is a film that says much precisely by what it refuses to say.

Produced by the American Council for the Relief of Palestinian Refugees, effectively an umbrella organization for a number of Christian charities, as its title announces, Sands is a film that really knows how to evoke sorrow—there is no shortage of visual cues for empathy here. It is a beautiful film, well aware that if it is to reach out to its audience’s charitable heart, it needs to pull viewers in through the containing frames of its filmic art. Paul Klee tents in the sands, monochrome food queues, a montage of interiors and faces, ruins and sanctuaries: the assemblage of modernist techniques and ethnographic detail put together so masterfully by the film’s director, the broadcaster, diplomat, and Reader’s Digest correspondent for Palestine in 1947, Theodore A. Morde, were typical of the new realism attempting to give concrete form to the pathos of a new humanitarian age. Morde was acutely attuned to the power of the historically poignant image as well as to recent cinema history: one scene with a kindly priest husbanding a group of white-shirted, long-legged boys, for example, looks as though it could have been directly lifted from Roberto Rossellini’s neorealist classic Rome, Open City (1945).

To an extent, the film draws on the pathos of the visual archive of the preceding decade of refugee crises, with its images of fleeing Spanish Republicans, the panicked refugee crowds in Czechoslovakia that Gellhorn had written about, Jews fleeing National Socialism, bombed-out European civilians and, more recently, the displaced persons still stranded in Europe, not least, the Jewish survivors struggling to reach Palestine. If, as with many humanitarian documentaries from the late 1940s and early 1950s, Sands has a ghostly feel, this is because its images are sticky with the recent past. Yet, tellingly, the film also differs significantly from contemporary refugee camp documentaries coming out of Europe in the later 1940s. Postwar life in the camps for Europe’s liberated Jews was beyond miserable. Often housed in former concentration camps, the survivors languished while the new world order engaged in an unedifying game of push the problem/refugee quota elsewhere: the partition of Palestine, the creation of Israel, and the Arab-Israeli war eventually became that “elsewhere.” But the films that came out of Europe’s camps often told another story, less about wretchedness and more about new beginnings. The focus in films such as The Persecuted (1946), produced by George Kadish, was on an actively self-creating community of people: sports teams play, conspicuous numbers of newborn babies are pushed in makeshift prams and held up to the camera to smile, festivals are observed, classes taught, meetings are held. As Dan Stone has shown, postwar refugee camps became “sites of Jewish history.” These Are the People is the title of another film, which includes David Ben-Gurion addressing a meeting. These are the people retrieving their past for a collective future.

In contrast, Sands of Sorrow occupies a refugee limbo time where death rather than resettlement sits on the horizon of the near future. The footage opens with scenes of
the distribution of relief in a refugee camp and ends with a shot of two sickly children who, we are told, were “dead a week later” (fig. 1). The deadly consequences of mass displacement could not be clearer. The semblances with recent atrocities, and their moral and political lessons are all present, but with the new quietly stated implication that the plight of the Palestinians throws doubt on the moral claims of the postwar new dawn for human rights. The narrator, John Martin, closes the film with these lines: “One hears a great deal about the highest principles expounded in the Four Freedoms. Let it not be said that civilization will long permit the kind of freedoms enjoyed by the Palestinian Arab refugees today.”

Ultimately, however, the film refuses the very connection between recent and present rights abuses that it also evokes. At least as telling as the opening up of sorrowful comparisons is the way in which its political and historical connections are ultimately contained or neutralized. Directly targeting an American audience, with an assumed limited range of geopolitical and cultural understanding, its makers were always going to set limits on the story the film would tell. That some of those involved played intriguing roles in the United States’ brief, covert, pro-Arab maneuverings in the early years of the Cold War also had an impact on the ordering of the story boards. 29 Morde worked for the OSS (Office for Strategic Services, forerunner of the CIA) in Istanbul during the war and would later become the U.S. government’s advisor to Egypt’s leadership and its ambassador in Washington. Support for Egypt’s role in the humanitarian effort is tacit in the film, which opens with a scene of food distribution clearly administered by Egyptian officials. At the same time, the film mutes any specific reference to geopolitics, relying instead on a conspicuous showering of biblical references to generate a sense of shared religious and cultural history.
between the latest exiles in the Holy Land and the American Christian congregations who were Sands’ target audience.\textsuperscript{30}

Thompson’s involvement in the Middle East was also actively encouraged by the State Department at the time of her visit to the refugee camps in late 1950.\textsuperscript{31} In her introduction, Thompson reports that she had just returned from the Middle East. In fact, her contributions were written, regretfully, before her tour to ensure a Christmas-time release. While Thompson endorsed Sands of Sorrow with passion and authority, her own position was to become increasingly political in the wake of her visit. Shortly after her return, she established the American Friends of the Middle East, an anti-Zionist organization with its own CIA caseworker, the gentile co-partner of the equally implacably anti-Zionist American Council for Judaism, with whose executive director, Elmer Berger, Thompson worked closely.\textsuperscript{32} Thompson never disguised the fact that her advocacy for the Palestinians was also a criticism of Zionism. It was precisely because she made this connection, she claimed, that few editors were interested in her writing on the Middle East. Political tact on this issue was not her strong point. In a spec to Ben Hibbs of the Saturday Evening Post in December 1950, she complained testily:

One cannot, of course, write about the Middle East without mentioning the problem of the Palestinian displaced persons, who today constitute a third of the population of Jordan and a tenth of the population of Lebanon. In the Zionist book there are no Palestinian refugees, of course; they all left “voluntarily.” However, I shall not expect you, or anyone else, to publish an article which says that the Israelis committed horrible atrocities, of which sections of their own press have openly boasted; or that they stole three quarters of the land and property of Palestine, which they have just now received a $35,000,000 loan from the Export-Import Bank to improve; or that the center of communist propaganda in the Middle East is in Haifa. No, no. I shall write only of the Arab world, with, I trust, proper objectivity and detachment.\textsuperscript{33}

Hibbs might have been forgiven for concluding that “proper objectivity and detachment” were far from guaranteed in any ensuing article.

As a film of humanitarian advocacy, however, Sands of Sorrow was required to perform its objectivity by generic definition. This is why perhaps its most striking feature is the omission of any historical and political account of how the people in the film became refugees in the first place. The refugee communities Sands records so attentively appear to have emerged out of the deserts, caves, and ruins as if by some dark miracle. There are no perpetrators, causes, politics, or history in the film; only consequences, people, and suffering. The scenes may be brutally immediate, “actual and unrehearsed” (as the voice-over puts it) episodes of daily struggle and suffering, but when it comes to accounting for historical events the film adopts a mythic idiom. This land was theirs for centuries, Martin tells us, “then the tragedy of war descended on that land, and made them wanderers.” It is hard to think of a more grammatically passive way of parsing a civil war. Not once is the word “Israel” mentioned. There is no violent conflict in Sands of Sorrow: no fighters from either side are visible, no British soldiers, and no Jewish people.
What we see instead is refugee despair without a cause. For all that the film’s images pull the refugees’ suffering into its frame, at exactly the same moment its commentary and context push recent political violence out. Ariella Azoulay has written powerfully of how in concealing at least as much as they revealed, the “orphaned” photographs of the Nakba were “an essential part of the event itself.” The lack of context to the visual imagery of 1948 colluded with the Palestinians’ expulsion from both space and history. Sands of Sorrow does this too. The first documentary footage of the Palestinian refugees directed at an international audience makes care, not cause, its theme and purpose. Even its principal actors, the local doctors, nurses, administrators, and teachers whose work is presented as both noble and a point of identification for the film’s charitable U.S. audiences, tread lightly on the history that gave them their mission. One sequence, for example, is dedicated to the work of the celebrated campaigner, philanthropist, and advocate for girl’s education Hind al-Husseini and her famous Children’s House, the Dar-El-Tifl, in East Jerusalem. We see images of Husseini teaching at a blackboard in the sun, neat lines of comparatively healthy children, women sewing, girls keenly reading, active boys digging (fig. 2). We are told that Husseini created the home after having found the children “wandering in the streets and hills in the weeks after the hostilities.” We are not told that the first fifty children were the orphaned survivors of the infamous Deir Yassin massacre when, in April 1948, the Irgun and the Stern gang had murdered an estimated 250 men in the village. By contrast, Thompson had already outraged many in the United States not only for reporting the massacre but for comparing it to the Nazi massacre at Lidice.

There was good reason for this particular omission. It would hardly have been
helpful to remind viewers of Thompson’s capacity for tactless poor judgment in some of her advocacy: most of the Lidice children did not end up in a well-run orphanage but in Chelmo extermination camp. But with this silence, the film also reflects a general reluctance among charities and NGOs to acknowledge Israeli aggression in this period. Nor was this one-eye-shut compassionate gaze restricted to humanitarian groups such as the American Council for the Relief of Palestinians. The muting of cause and context evident throughout Sands of Sorrow was part of the developing narrative that framed the fate of the Palestinian refugees as a humanitarian issue only, and not a problem of states and sovereignty. Twice the film makes reference to lost and future citizenship: the “former citizens of Palestine” must “be taught now to be useful citizens of tomorrow” we are told. But any possible terms of that citizenship (and the question of what those terms might be in 1950 was a pertinent one) were already lost to a developing “humanitarian reason,” to adapt Didier Fassin’s term. In the end, it is the call for empathy, for sorrow not political responsibility, that prevails. Only Thompson, in an appeal that follows the film, refers to “ourselves, who helped create them [the Palestinian refugees].”

Compassionate humanitarianism, private conscience, a commitment to the dignity of man, empathy, all these human qualities were assumed to underpin the human rights mission of the midcentury. With the Palestinian Arabs it was not simply the case that these qualities were in short supply. Concern with the plight of the refugees was not always lacking; nor indeed was it always assumed that humanitarian relief alone was the answer (fig. 3). But by the 1950s a pattern was already forming in Western responses to the refugees: either their plight was blamed mainly on the Arab states (Gellhorn’s position in 1961 was frequently assumed common political wisdom) or, when concern came, its terms transcended the causes of the crisis. “Responsibility lies, not with the Zionist nationalism or Arab irresponsibility or British intransigence or American Opportunism, but with the wickedness in all of us and the history in which we are all involved,” wrote the British campaigner, leftist, and publisher Victor Gollancz, in a letter to the Times in March 1949. Gollancz was an empathy extremist; indeed on several occasions his capacity for experiencing the suffering of others nearly cost him his mind—“just be one of those human beings,” he had urged of the Jewish refugee crisis in 1938. Such empathy was ultimately as agentless as Sands of Sorrow: the wickedness of the world, like orphaned children appearing in the middle of Jerusalem as though from nowhere, or crowds of people pushed on the road having experienced a nameless catastrophe, assumed a suffering that knows neither beginning nor end. As the call to feel for the fate of others went up at midcentury, along with the new human rights declarations, treaties, and conventions, a weightless theology came to claim the refugees and stateless for postwar humanism.

Recently, Sands of Sorrow has had a digital revival and now appears on a number of human rights websites. This is part of the crucial work of building a global archive that documents not only the Nakba but the fact that responses to 1948 across the world were more complex and varied than dominant historical narratives suggest. Yet however much we might now want to claim Sands of Sorrow as one of the earliest attempts to put the plight of the Palestinians before the new court of globalized human rights opinion, it is also true that in concealing as much as it revealed (to recall
Azoulay’s terms), its humanitarian aesthetic also helped normalize Palestinian suffering. 43

Between 1948 and 1951, the Palestinian refugees fell out of international law and into a humanitarian mystification. Touring the German camps housing the “last remnants” of Europe’s Jews in 1945, David Ben-Gurion infamously described the refugee-survivors as “a mob and human dust without language and education, without roots and without being absorbed in the nation’s visions and traditions.” 44 The rhetoric was brutally clear: the survivors were mere dust and ashes, particles waiting to be given new form and life by the nation. Five years on, the sands of sorrow in the Palestinian camps, the human sediment of another war, were the historical corollaries and partners of their formless European refugee predecessors, not (just) because they
shared a dire history but because they too were left stranded, the fragments and leftovers of a chapter in the modern history of political sovereignty that was yet to sort itself out. For Ben-Gurion’s refugees, only a home modeled on the European nation-state could transform the dust back into men; Hind al-Husseini’s orphans, by contrast, were left stranded in the sands of humanitarianism. These are not separate histories requiring equal empathetic cosmopolitan response but the twinned consequences of the same history of a global failure to re-imagine the bonds among nationhood, sovereignty, citizenship, and rights at midcentury.

“The Calamity Jane of the international set”: Dorothy Thompson

Of course I am being hit in the soot for raising the problem of the Arab refugees. But refugees to me are refugees.

—Dorothy Thompson, letter to Elmer Berger, American Council of Judaism, January 31, 1950

While she gladly gave her time and name to *Sands of Sorrow*, Dorothy Thompson’s own politics directly contradicted the prevailing ethos of the film. To run her writing back over the history I have just described is to catch a glimpse of another way of thinking—and feeling—about rightlessness and statelessness, a way that refused to depoliticize either the Palestinian refugees or the postwar politics of the nation state. Thompson counted herself as a realist. “Realism demands that one must contemplate the fact with more than a horrified humanitarianism,” she wrote in “Refugees: A World Problem,” the *Foreign Affairs* article that partly prompted Roosevelt to set up the Evian Conference in 1938. For too long the refugee problem has been largely regarded as one of international charity. It must be regarded now, and in the coming years, as a problem of international politics,” she claimed again in a speech in 1943. This was a constant refrain in the years that followed. For Thompson, realism meant never losing sight of the fact that the modern refugee problem was rooted in the febrile nation-state politics of the midcentury. For that stubborn insight alone she deserves a place in wider histories of postwar rights, internationalism, and the Cold War today.

While Thompson’s absence from either international or feminist history has much to do with her dramatic turn to anti-Zionism after the war, the intense energy of her commitment to the issues of her age has also made her difficult to place. Feminist, activist, moralist, internationalist, and one time Woman of the Year (the glorious 1942 Katherine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy film of that title is based on her), her passions were wide, forthright, and often extravagant. Her friend Phyllis Bottome once remarked on her messianic qualities. Not for nothing, perhaps, did President Obama choose to end his toast at the 2015 White House Correspondents Association dinner with “the words of the American correspondent Dorothy Thompson: ‘It is not the fact of liberty but the way in which liberty is exercised that ultimately determines whether liberty itself survives.’” Thompson had a rhetorical gift for reflecting the United States back to itself in the light it imagined it might look best from abroad: democratic and committed to liberty. The internationalist gesture was not always appreciated. The joshing macho sports writers in the 1942 movie describe her (unlovingly) as “the Calamity Jane of the international set.”
But Thompson’s passionate advocacy for refugees went beyond the staging of internationalist moral sentiment. Her later anti-Zionism and pro-Arab stance, and the accusations of anti-Semitism that both attracted, have clouded the fact that her understanding of the politics of the refugee situation was remarkably consistent. Yet in the end—and this is why her story resonates so keenly now—Thompson found it difficult to think herself out of the historical situation she analyzed so clearly. If horrified humanitarianism was not enough and brute politics too brute, what new kinds of political imagination might instead speak to the age of the refugee? A difficult enough question in the mid-twentieth century, today the challenge of thinking through the global experience of refugeedom beyond either the limits of well-intentioned empathy or the failing politics of human rights is newly acute. Thompson’s example proves how difficult it was, even for the most passionate and imaginative of writer-activists, to think about the uneven symmetries between different historical groups of refugees—here European Jews and Palestinian Arabs—within the opposing political categories of national citizen and refugee. “Only a world of sovereign states that had categories of people called ‘citizens’ and were intent on regulating population flows could produce a legal category of ‘refugees,’” Michael Barnett writes in his study of the UNHCR. I want to end this essay by suggesting how Thompson gives us a measure of the difficulty of thinking beyond that world in the mid-twentieth century.

Thompson had been documenting the unraveling of European securities about citizenship and statehood since the 1920s and 1930s: this was, to an extent, her motif. The first piece she ever filed was about the British Zionist movement, inspired by a group of committed Zionists she had met on the boat that took her from her East Coast Protestant youth to a politically charged Europe. In the years that followed, in a series of regular columns for the *New York Post*, the *New York Tribune*, and the *Ladies’ Home Journal*, as well as a regular broadcast for NBC, she vividly brought the reality of Europe’s implosion home to the United States. Thompson’s mastery of the complicated politics of unfolding events was formidable. But it is as a writer as much as a political thinker that she also merits attention. Thompson’s writing, particularly when she adopted a novelistic as well as journalistic idiom, was keenly attuned to the art of revealing the lives, minds, and motivations of those who found themselves pushed outside the category of European citizenship. Here she is, for example, at her best, in 1938 describing Herschel Grynzpan, the boy whose assassination of the German diplomat Ernst vom Rath in Paris provided the pretext for Kristallnacht:

I want to talk about that boy. I feel as though I knew him, for in the past five years I have met so many whose story is the same—the same except for this unique desperate act. Herschel Grynzpan was one of the hundreds of thousands of refugees whom the terror east of the Rhine has turned loose in the world. His permit to stay in Paris had expired. He could not leave France, for no country would take him in. He could not work because no country would give him a work permit. So he moved about, hoping he would not be picked up and deported, only to be deported again, and yet again. Sometimes he found a bed with another refugee. Sometimes he huddled away from the wind under the bridges of the Seine . . . Then a few days ago, he got a letter from his father. His father told him that
he had been summoned from his bed, and herded with thousands of others into a train of boxcars, and shipped over the border, into Poland. He had not been allowed to take any of his meagre savings with him. Just fifty cents. “I am penniless,” he wrote to his son.

This was the end. Herschel fingered his pistol and thought: “Why doesn’t someone do something! Why must we be chased around the earth like animals!” Herschel was wrong. Animals are not chased around the world like this. In every country there are societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals. But there are none for the prevention of cruelty to people.\(^50\)

Herschel starts as an example of a general experience: “one of the hundreds and thousands of refugees.” He becomes particular not only through his unique act of violence but because of the way Thompson, using free indirect discourse, zooms in on his experience, following his relentless moves, and eventually imitating his thoughts directly: “So he moved about, hoping he would not be picked up and deported, only to be deported again, and yet again,” “This was the end.” Where for Gellhorn in 1961 empathy was a “fancy word” in the affective power economy of the postwar Middle East, for Thompson in 1938 the art of imagining other minds through careful prose was an advocacy strategy. It worked, up to a point. Broadcast on the General Electric Program, her talk raised $40,000 for Grynzpan’s defense. (Thompson donated the excess to Anna Freud’s War Nurseries project in London.)

Hannah Arendt would later also evoke societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals in a discussion of the flimsiness of midcentury rights for the stateless. Few refugees were interested in human rights, she observed in The Origins of Totalitarianism (1951); indeed, the more rights deprived they were, the more obvious the case became not for more rights but for their own national community.\(^51\) Arendt too was particularly drawn to the Grynzpan family’s tragedy. Readers of Eichmann in Jerusalem (1963) will recall that out of all the testimonies she heard from the witness stand in 1961, only “the shining honesty” of Zindel Grynzpan’s (Herschel’s father) account of his expulsion really touched Arendt, who had also campaigned for his son in France before her own imprisonment in Gurs camp and her later escape from Europe. “This story took no more than perhaps ten minutes to tell, and when it was over—the senseless, needless destruction of twenty-seven years in less that twenty-four hours—one thought foolishly: Everyone, everyone should have his day in court,” she wrote.\(^52\)

Critics have read this as a lapse in Arendt’s characteristic steely antisentimentalism, prompted by traumatic memories of her own border crossings and those of her friends, notably Walter Benjamin.\(^53\) It is more likely that what Arendt experienced listening to Zindel Grynzpan was what she called compassion. Compassion, she wrote in On Revolution (1963), doesn’t generalize the suffering of other people but is direct and singular. Although “politically speaking,” compassion is “irrelevant and without consequence,” Arendt thought that when guided by political reason, compassion could help forge the solidarity necessary to establish “a community of interest with [’with’, note, not ‘in’] the oppressed and exploited.”\(^54\) Pity, by contrast, was a perversion of compassion, a sentiment once permitted to drive politics—as in the French
Revolution—capable of inspiring the cruelest manifestations of virtue. It was too easy
to be enchanted by one’s own capacity for pity, Arendt thought, far harder to forge a
reasoned politics of communal compassion. Arendt did not write about empathy
directly. But if pushed, she might have described compassion as the basis for a dialogue
with those stripped of the political privileges of citizenship, a socially mindful
empathy, perhaps, with the potential for a mutual conferring of rights, and pity as a
“fancy word” capable of as much harm as good, cheap empathy if you like, with no
rights-exchange in prospect. Pity, she also noted, is eloquent, loquacious; it prefers to
chat about its achievements rather than measure them in historical and political terms.

As for Thompson, then, for Arendt the point is not that feelings are necessarily
cheap but that without politics they miss the reality of a world in which nationalism
has (to borrow from Thompson) turned the comity of nation-states into a “jungle.”
Nationalism, Thompson wrote in 1938, was “turning the world into a jungle and the
refugees are merely people forced to run away from one part of the jungle to another
part of it. Their personal tragedy can only serve one great social purpose. They are
and should be recognized as an advancing crowd shouting a great warning: The jungle
is growing up, and the jungle is on fire.”

Imagining—or compassionately
particularizing—the Grynzpans’ plight mattered for both Thompson and Arendt, I
would argue, because their story captured not (or not only) a suffering to be empa-
thized with, but a moment when it became clear that the European nation-state was
failing. Their plight, in other words, marked the historical moment when it began to
become apparent that another model of political community needed to be thought.

Thinking that alternative proved difficult. If one version of nationalism caused the
refugee crisis, many believed that only another version would cure it. Thompson was
among them. The photographs of hearty-looking refugees engaged in acquiring new
manual and agricultural skills accompanying her piece in Survey Graphic were entirely
in keeping with the principles of resettlement that governed much of the refugee
agenda in the 1930s (fig. 4). Far from being “devoid of sovereignty” (the phrase is Levy
and Sznaider’s) like the refugees in Sands of Sorrow, and, indeed, in many representa-
tions of today’s refugees, these are people clearly en route to somewhere else, preferably
somewhere with plenty of farming opportunities. There Is Only One Answer was the
title of one of Thompson’s wartime pro-Zionist pamphlets, and that answer was
already “a reality” in Palestine. If refugeedom was the limit case of an existence with
no juridical or political visibility and the point at which the imagination could only
falter—hence Herschel Grynzpan’s tragedy—at this point for Thompson, as for many
revisionist Zionists at the time, only the building of a nationalist home could negate
exile.

That belief changed rapidly when she first visited Palestine toward the end of the
war. “I assure you,” she wrote to Ted Thackrey, her editor at the New York Post, “that
the situation there is not the way it has been presented by many of the Zionists. It is
one of the most complicated and difficult problems on the earth today.” The imme-
diate postwar period revealed two bitter truths to Thompson: first that the politics of
brute nationalism still trumped efforts to realize a global sovereignty based on
humanist principles, and that as a consequence, second, the mass displacement of
entire populations was set to continue. “I have, indeed, said I think I could endure
another world war but I certainly could not spiritually endure another post-war,” she quipped: for “hideous as are the horrors of war—and they become increasingly monstrous—there is something peculiarly debasing in war continued against the helpless and unarmed after hostilities have ceased.”

Thompson recognized early on that new human rights regime had not ended the misery of the helpless and the unarmed but had simply pushed them onto new roads and into new camps. “For years a committee of the United Nations has been laboring to create a United Nations charter containing ‘rights,’” she complained in a furious talk given in the May 1950 to a group of churchwomen in Syracuse. Despite this, “during and since the Nuremberg trials, more persons have been displaced and
deported than Hitler even had time to displace or deport.”62 “There is no orderly and humane manner in which ten million people can be dispossessed of their homes and property, torn from their neighbors and associations, from the landmarks of their childhood and the graves of their ancestors, and settled in an already overcrowded country, vast areas of which had been completely destroyed by war.”63

In a talk given at Harvard Law School two years later, Thompson delivered a final blow to the myth that the new world order had got a grip on the territorial violence of the age: “The establishment of a power from an Arab Majority to a Jewish minority could only be accomplished by force, not by the fiat of a U.N. majority, and certainly not in the name of self-determination or democracy.”64 The underlining in the original is Thompson’s own on the manuscript: the State of Israel created by force, not by the hollow power of any new global Leviathan. Her anger goes beyond the sense that anyone could or should have behaved any better; the self-declared Cassandra of her age was familiar with historical disappointment. Her despair is deeper and has to do with her intuition that any sovereignty gained by a minority at the expense of a majority would at best only be a form of pseudo-sovereignty. The world had fought its war in the name of “self-determination and democracy” but had failed to reinvent them as principles for a new and, in many ways, just as dangerous world. Thompson’s concluding words to her Syracuse audience in 1950 echo through to the present with a prescient clarity:

As long as [the Arab refugee problem] exists there will never be alleviation of tension between the new state of Israel and the Arab world. And out of the despair and misery of these mass camps will come new terrorist movements, new types of mass-camp men, to bring new social and human problems. The phenomena of the exile and the mass camp can be seen from Germany in the heart of Europe, in the Middle East, and in the Far East. And it is a phenomenon that can be more deadly for human civilization than the atom bomb.65

Against the prevailing direction of travel, Thompson understood that horrified humanitarianism was not a cure but a symptom of the failure to comprehend the depth of what would turn out to be a permanent refugee crisis in the twentieth century. She also understood that postwar internationalism would founder so long as it disavowed the violence of its own political project. The “mass-camp men” were the mirror images of the uneasy sovereign subjects of the new world order: their fates tied by a history of violence and despair.

Conclusion

One can do anything with refugees if you know how they feel.

—Dorothy Thompson, Notebooks

Dorothy Thompson saw a coherence in the patterns of twentieth-century statelessness that few others were willing to acknowledge at the time. But it did not follow that she more than anyone else could lift herself clear of the psychopathologies of modern nation-state formation. In March 1950, just a few months before Sands of Sorrow went into production, she published a now infamous article in Commentary magazine, “Do
The theme of double loyalty was familiar to readers of *Commentary*, as too were many of the issues raised in Thompson’s piece: worries that the separation of citizenship and nationality was importing bad European models of sovereignty both to Israel and the United States, and concerns that Israel would be viewed and judged as a mere outpost of the West’s Cold War sphere of influence, were common topics in *Commentary* and among the postwar community in which Israel was a lively, but hardly settled, topic of debate.

The article pivots on an image of American citizenship that is everything the European nation-state is not. Europe went wrong, Thompson suggests, when the state elided with the nation: minorities were stripped of citizenship, national identity became the organizing political principle, democracy collapsed and tyranny reigned (again, the analysis is very close to Arendt’s). By contrast, she claimed, in the United States “nationhood and statehood are co-joined” and there are “no minorities.” Israel, she continues, threatens this because it suggests the prospect of double citizenship for American Jews. It is hard not to hear the return here of the very anti-Semitic fantasy that Thompson, in her pro-Zionist period, argued that the creation of Israel would end: in their own country, “the Jews would not feel that they have to carry the nation around in their own bosoms, but could actually leave it if they didn’t profoundly care for it—leave it, where it belongs, on a soil.” Now the threat appears to be, as the Harvard historian Oscar Handlin put it in his response to Thompson’s article, a “Diaspora of the State of Israel.”

More interesting, perhaps, than the question of whether her criticism of Israel licensed an always-latent anti-Semitism is the struggle Thompson has with maintaining her own terms in this argument about good and bad forms of nation-states. Thompson wants the United States to be a land of citizens whose freedom from national ties defines their nationalism. But as Handlin argues in his response, she comes perilously close to using the concept of “nation in its inclusive totalitarian connotation.” It was not that minorities gave up their identities in the United States, he counterargued, not that citizenship was absorbed into the nation, but that they didn’t need protecting. Minorities and their claims exist in the United States, and always have done. When Thompson accuses Israel of launching a “counternationalism of unprecedented vehemence,” what she seems to have missed is the point that had been implicit in her defense of refugees since 1938: that their very existence reveals the precariousness of tying nationality identity to state formation in the first place. As Elias Sanbar in his essay “Out of Place, Out of Time” has argued, this is exactly the lesson that Palestinian claims for national identity now make clear: such claims, he writes, “compel rejection of the idea that any national identity necessarily involves the establishment of a nation-state in accordance with the modern transformations which have convulsed Europe since the eighteenth century.” Knowing how refugees feel is not just to experience their suffering; it is also to put yourself in a place where the whole question of national identity in connection to political citizenship needs to be rethought. Compassion, in other words, might entail a political identification.

When Thompson had climbed inside the mind of Herschel Grynzpan in 1938, she understood that the new form of statelessness that had been let loose on the world
would demand new and riskier forms of imagination and identification. At its best, her writing rose to this challenge with a verve and intensity that matched the moral demands of her age. More than most, she intuited that statelessness was a trauma precisely because it cut into the deepest places of the mind—and that that made new requirements on the imagination, wherever they might lead. Finally, here she is giving a Town Hall lecture in New York in 1951, describing the necessity of entering into the mind of the Palestinian Arab refugees in terms that make one wish that she had lived long enough to have debated the issue of empathy with Martha Gellhorn in 1961 (Thompson died that year, just months before the Eichmann trial began):

In order to communicate with other peoples, you must first understand what is in their minds, in their consciousnesses, in their experience; you must be able to exercise a certain degree of what is called “empathy”—the capacity to put yourself imaginatively into another mind, to feel, at least to a degree, as they feel, and to communicate with what is already there. Otherwise what you say works like the introduction of a foreign and indigestible body, which is swiftly vomited up.\(^7^1\)

Thompson returns in this passage to the theme that has been a concern throughout this essay: the capacity of empathy to miss its mark and be spat back at your feet not because you have failed to sorrow fairly (remember Gellhorn’s affective economy) but because you have confused your human capacity to recognize suffering with a way of living with other people in the world. You have failed, in Thompson’s words, to communicate with what is already there. Describing her approach to humanitarian photography Azoulay writes: “I employ the term ‘contract’ in order to shed terms such as ‘empathy,’ ‘shame,’ ‘pity,’ or ‘compassion’ as organizers of this gaze.”\(^7^2\) Her point is that the humanitarian gaze is all too frequently one-directional, blind not to the suffering of others but to “what is already there,” to the fact that it is the contracts of citizenship and sovereignty, legal and political recognition that determine how we live together, as well as our feelings. So long as statelessness is framed as the negative of that citizenship, so long as refugees are objects of pity rather than assumed to be political subjects, current claims about cosmopolitan sympathy sweeping the rightless into its virtuous vortex will continue to be as hard to digest for those who remain in the world’s refugee settlements.
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